Create Your Own Religion

Think about a known religion. What does it do? What does it say? What effect does it have on the people who follow it? You are to create a religion from scratch. After learning about the various religions of the world you should have a better understanding of the different aspects of each religion. Your paper should explain your religion and contain details on how to go about following your religion. Here are some of the topics your religion paper may include:

- Name of your religion
- Scripture or Sacred Literature
- Deity or Deities
- Major branches of your religion
- Founder(s)
- Symbol(s) of your religion
- Beliefs, customs, etc.
- Etc.

You should describe as much as possible your religion with examples, details, and stories. This paper will follow these rules:

- Must be typed in 12 font
- Double-spaced
- 2-page minimum
- Cover page that follows the rules in the agenda

You also will need a visual page of your symbol(s) and/or deity, literature, etc. These can be computer generated or hand-drawn. Take up as much of the page as possible (no dead space). Color, where appropriate, is encouraged.

So in the end you will turn in a typed paper with a cover page and a page of drawings, etc. This paper will be graded according to grammar, spelling, etc. as well as creativity and originality. This paper is worth 100 points. This assignment is due _______________. Please see me if you have any questions.

Mr. Hall II